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IMPORTANT DEFINITIONS 
 common but differentiated responsibilities (CBDR) (noun) – The concept of Common But Differentiated 

Responsibilities (CBDR) was enshrined as Principle 7 of the Rio Declaration at the first Rio Earth Summit in 
1992. a principle within the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) that 
acknowledges the differing responsibilities of individual countries in addressing climate change.  

 26th UN Climate Change Conference of the Parties (COP26) (noun) – The 26th session of the Conference of 
the Parties (COP26) of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) is expected to take 
place from 01-12 November 2021, in Glasgow, UK. The COP26 summit will bring parties together to 
accelerate action towards the goals of the Paris Agreement and the UN Framework Convention on Climate 
Change.  

 adaptation (noun) – alteration, modification, adjustment. (adjustments in ecological, social, or economic 
systems in response to actual or expected climatic stimuli and their effects or impacts. It refers to changes 
in processes, practices, and structures to moderate potential damages or to benefit from opportunities 
associated with climate change).  

 greenhouse gas (GHGs) (noun) – heat-trapping gas; a gas (such as water vapor, carbon dioxide, methane, 
nitrous oxide, etc.) in the atmosphere that absorbs and emits radiation, causing the greenhouse effect and 
warming of Earth’s temperature.  

 Climate Treaty or Paris Agreement/Accord/pact (noun) – The Paris Agreement is a legally binding 
international treaty on climate change. It was adopted by 196 Parties at COP 21 in Paris, on 12 December 
2015 and entered into force on 4 November 2016. Its goal is to limit global warming to well below 2, 
preferably to 1.5 degrees Celsius, compared to pre-industrial levels.  

 net zero emissions/carbon neutrality (noun) – it means annual zero net CO2 emissions; Carbon neutrality 
means every ton of anthropogenic (human-caused or influenced) CO2 emitted is compensated with an 
equivalent amount of CO2 removed (e.g. via carbon sink or carbon sequestration).  

 global warming (noun) – it is the unusually rapid increase in Earth’s average surface temperature over the 
past century primarily due to the greenhouse gases released as people burn fossil fuels.  

 Nationally determined contributions (NDCs) (noun) – NDCs are at the heart of the Paris Agreement and the 
achievement of these longterm goals. NDCs embody efforts by each country to reduce national emissions 
and adapt to the impacts of climate change.  

 pre-industrial level (noun) – In principle, ‘pre-industrial levels’ could refer to any period of time before the 
start of the industrial revolution. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report on 
Global Warming of 1.5°C uses the reference period 1850–1900 to represent pre-industrial temperature.  

 sink (noun) – the main natural carbon sinks are plants, the ocean and soil. Plants grab carbon dioxide from 
the atmosphere to use in photosynthesis; some of this carbon is transferred to soil as plants die and 
decompose. The oceans are a major carbon storage system for carbon dioxide.  

 carbon sink (noun) – also known as carbon sequestration; a natural environment (forest or reservoir) which 
absorbs and stores carbon (greenhouse gases) from the atmosphere and thereby maintains a balance. 
(carbon sequestration is the process by which the forest removes and stores carbon from the atmosphere).  

 IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) (noun) – The Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) was a series of reports 
from the IPCC assessing scientific, technical, and socio-economic information regarding climate change. It 
was released in three installments over the course of 2013 and 2014, and an additional synthesis report 
was published in November 2014.  

 IPCC’s Sixth Assessment Report (AR6) (noun) – The Sixth Assessment Report (AR6) of the United Nations 
(UN) Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is the sixth in a series of reports which assess 
scientific, technical, and socioeconomic information concerning climate change.  

 energy poverty (noun) – it is defined as the absence of sufficient choice in accessing adequate, affordable, 
reliable, high quality, safe and environmentally benign energy services to support economic and human 
development.  
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 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (noun) – The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) is the leading international body for the assessment of climate change. It was established by 
the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) in 
1988 to provide the world with a clear scientific view on the current state of knowledge in climate change 
and its potential environmental and socio-economic impacts.  

 The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) (noun) – The UNFCCC entered 
into force on 21 March 1994. Today, it has near-universal membership. The 197 countries that have ratified 
the Convention are called Parties to the Convention. Preventing “dangerous” human interference with the 
climate system is the ultimate aim of the UNFCCC.  

 energy transition (noun) – the shift from an energy mix based on fossil fuels to one that produces very 
limited, if not zero, carbon emissions, based on renewable energy sources.  

 climate finance (noun) – it refers to local, national or transnational financing-drawn from public, private 
and alternative sources of financing-that seeks to support mitigation and adaptation actions that will 
address climate change.  

 Least Developed Countries (LDCs) (noun) – Least developed countries (LDCs) are low-income countries 
confronting severe structural impediments to sustainable development. They are highly vulnerable to 
economic and environmental shocks and have low levels of human assets. There are currently 46 countries 
on the list of LDCs which is reviewed every three years by the Committee for Development (CDP).  

 International Monetary Fund (IMF) (noun) – an international organization of 189 countries, headquartered 
in Washington, D.C., working to foster global monetary cooperation, secure financial stability, facilitate 
international trade, promote high employment and sustainable economic growth, and reduce poverty 
around the world.  

 World Economic Forum (WEF) (noun) – an independent international organization committed to improving 
the state of the world by engaging business, political, academic, and other leaders of society to shape 
global, regional, and industry agendas. Incorporated as a not-for-profit foundation in 1971, and 
headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland, the Forum is tied to no political, partisan or national interests.  

 Minimum Support Price (MSP) (noun) – it is a form of market intervention by the Government of India to 
give guaranteed price and assured market to the farmers and protect them from the price fluctuations and 
market imperfections. The guaranteed price and assured market are expected to encourage higher 
investment and in the adoption of modern farming practices.  

 subsidy/subvention (noun) – also called subvention; a financial contribution granted to help an industry or 
business, mostly given by a government, in order to keep the price of service/goods at a low level.  

 Financial Action Task Force (FATF) (noun) – The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is the global money 
laundering and terrorist financing watchdog. The inter-governmental body sets international standards that 
aim to prevent these illegal activities and the harm they cause to society.  

 grey/watch list (noun) – a list of countries on observation due to their “strategic deficiencies” in countering 
terror-financing and moneylaundering. The countries put on the grey/watch list by the Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) will be subjected to direct monitoring and intense scrutiny by the International Co-operation 
Review Group (ICRG) on terror financing.  

 black list/high-risk jurisdiction list (noun) – a list of countries which the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) 
judges to be noncooperative in the global fight against money laundering and terrorist financing.  

 G-20 (noun) – The G20, formed in 1999, is a group of twenty of the world’s largest economies that meets 
regularly to coordinate global policy on trade, health, climate, and other issues. It brings together the 
world’s major advanced and emerging economies. The G20 comprises Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, 
China, EU, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, South 
Korea, Turkey, UK and USA. The G20 Countries together represent around 90% of global GDP, 80% of global 
trade, and two thirds of the world’s population.  
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 Sovereignty Council (Sudan) (noun) – The eleven-member Sovereignty Council of Sudan was the collective 
head of state of Sudan from 20 August 2019, when it was created by the August 2019 Draft Constitutional 
Declaration.  

 Article 370 of Indian Constitution (noun) – It had “temporary provisions with respect to the State of Jammu 
and Kashmir” which gave special powers to the state. The article allowed the state a certain amount of 
autonomy – its own constitution, a separate flag and freedom to make laws. Foreign affairs, defence and 
communications remained the preserve (domain) of the central government. It also allowed Jammu and 
Kashmir to make its own rules relating to permanent residency, ownership of property and fundamental 
rights. It did also bar Indians from outside the state from purchasing property or settling there.  

 McMahon line (noun) – the demarcation line between Tibet and the North-east region of India proposed by 
British colonial administrator Sir Henry McMahon at the 1914 Simla Convention signed between British and 
Tibetan representatives. It is the effective boundary between China and India.  

 transition government (noun) – interim government, provisional government; an emergency governmental 
authority set up to manage a political transition generally in the cases of new nations or following the 
collapse of the previous governing administration.  

 civil society (noun) – civil society refers to space for collective action around shared interests, purposes, 
and values, generally distinct from government and commercial for-profit actors. It refers to a wide array of 
organizations: community groups, non-governmental organizations [NGOs], labour unions, indigenous 
groups, charitable organizations, faith-based organizations, professional associations, and foundations. Civil 
society – sometimes called the “third sector” (after government and commerce) – has the power to 
influence the actions of elected policy-makers and businesses.  

 pegasus (noun) – spyware, that can hack any iOS or Android device and steal a variety of data from the 
infected device, developed by the Israeli cyber-arms firm, NSO Group.  

 19th Amendment to the Constitution (Sri Lanka) (noun) – The 19th Amendment (19A) to the Constitution 
of Sri Lanka was passed by the 225-member Sri Lankan Parliament on 28 April 2015. The amendment 
envisages the dilution of many powers of Executive Presidency, which had been in force since 1978.  

 the presidential executive of Sri Lanka (noun) – The President of the Republic of Sri Lanka, is the Head of 
the State, the Head of the Executive and of the Government, and the Commander-in-Chief of the Armed 
Forces.  

 20th Amendment to the Constitution (Sri Lanka) (noun) – The 20th Amendment (20A) to the Constitution 
of Sri Lanka was passed on 22 October 2020. 20th amendment brought back most of the constitutional 
powers to the President which was previously abolished in the 19th amendment.  

 social crisis (noun) – it refers to incidents arising from the disasters which endanger normal social order and 
public security causing dysfunction (problem) in the social functioning mechanism.  

 shock and awe (phrase) – technically known as rapid dominance; Term for a (military) strategy based on 
achieving rapid dominance over an adversary by the initial imposition of overwhelming force and firepower 
(strength). A campaign characterized by shock, by surprise, by flexibility, but the employment of precise 
weapons on a scale never before seen, and by the application of overwhelming force.  

 Line of Actual Control (LAC) (noun) – the de-facto (effective) border between India and China. The LAC is a 
4,057-km border running through three areas-Western (Ladakh, Ladakh (Kashmir)), middle (Uttarakhand, 
Himachal), and eastern (Sikkim, Arunachal).  

 People’s Republic of China (PRC) (noun) – On October 1, 1949, Chinese Communist leader Mao Zedong 
declared the creation of the People’s Republic of China (PRC). The announcement ended the costly full-
scale civil war between the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and the Nationalist Party, or Kuomintang (KMT), 
which broke out immediately following World War II and had been preceded by on and off conflict between 
the two sides since the 1920’s.  

 People’s Liberation Army (PLA) (noun) – People’s Liberation Army (PLA) is the armed forces of the country 
of China and the Communist Party of China (CPC). It is one of the largest military forces in the world.  
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 socialism (noun) – it’s a state-controlled economy in which the state controls the means of production: 
factories, offices, resources, and firms. Since the government controls almost all of society’s functions, it 
can make better use of resources, labours, and lands.  

 Mountbatten Plan in 1947 (noun) – Lord Mountbatten, India’s last Viceroy, released a plan on the country’s 
independence from the British on June 3, 1947. The plan, also known as the Mountbatten Plan. The June 3 
plan announced that India would be splitting into two nations after its independence – India and Pakistan. 
The division came into effect on August 15, 1947.  

 lay the foundation (phrase) – (figuratively) to create basic ideas from which something bigger evolves. 
(literally) to create basic (underground) structures from which something bigger develops.  

 Farm Acts, 2000 (noun) – Farm Acts, 2000 refer to three agricultural bills passed by Indian Parliament in 
September 2020. The three acts are “The Farmers’ Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and 
Facilitation) Act, 2020 (FPTC Act) allows farmers to sell their harvest outside the notified Agricultural 
Produce Market Committee (APMC) mandis without paying any State taxes or fees”, “the Farmers 
(Empowerment and Protection) Agreement on Price Assurance and Farm Services Act, 2020 facilitates 
contract farming and direct marketing”, and “the Essential Commodities (Amendment) Act, 2020 
deregulates the production, storage, movement and sale of several major foodstuffs, including cereals, 
pulses, edible oils and onion, except in the case of extraordinary circumstances”.  

 Citizenship (Amendment) Act (CAA) (noun) – The Citizenship (Amendment) Bill, 2019 seeks to grant 
citizenship to religious minorities of Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Bangladesh, who had to flee their homeland 
facing persecution. The six minority groups that have been specifically identified are Hindus, Jains, Sikhs, 
Buddhists, Christians, and Parsis.  

 Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act (UAPA) (noun) – an Indian law aimed at effective prevention of 
unlawful activities associations in India. Its main objective was to make powers available for dealing with 
activities directed against the integrity and sovereignty of India.  

 National Population Register (NPR) (noun) – The NPR is a register of the usual residents of the country. It 
contains information collected at the local (village/sub-town), subdistrict, district, state and national level 
under provisions of the Citizenship Act, 1955 and the Citizenship (Registration of Citizens and Issue of 
National Identity Cards) Rules, 2003. The objective of the NPR is to create a comprehensive identity 
database of every usual resident in the country. The database would contain demographic as well as 
biometric particulars.  

 Indian Penal Code (IPC) (noun) – The Indian Penal Code (IPC) is the official criminal code of India. It is a 
comprehensive code intended to cover all substantive aspects of criminal law. The draft was passed into 
law on 6 October 1860. The Code came into operation on 1 January 1862. The Indian Penal Code of 1860, 
subdivided into 23 chapters, comprises 511 sections. IPC deals with crimes and punishments.  

 Section 505 of the IPC (noun) – Section 505 of the Indian Penal Code deals with statements conducing to 
public mischief, statements creating or promoting enmity, hatred or ill-will between classes and offence 
under sub-section (2) committed in place of worship, etc.  

 Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) (noun) – a regional grouping that promotes economic, 
political, and security cooperation among its ten members: Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, 
Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam.  

 substantive equality (noun) – this goes beyond the basics (i.e. all are equal & be treated alike) and 
identifies underlying structural or characteristic differences. It is concerned with equitable outcomes and 
equal opportunities for disadvantaged and marginalized people and groups in society. “Substantive equality 
of opportunity” prevails with respect to some desirable position or ranked order of positions just in case all 
members of society are eligible to apply for the position, applications are fairly judged on their merits and 
the most meritorious are selected, and sufficient opportunity to develop the qualifications needed for 
successful application is available to all.  
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 State Councillor of Myanmar (noun) – The state counsellor of Myanmar was the title of the de facto 
(effective/actual) head of government of Myanmar, equivalent to a prime minister. The office is currently 
vacant following the arrest of the first and only state counsellor, Aung San Suu Kyi, in the 2021 Myanmar 
coup d’état.  

 Gujarat Freedom of Religion (Amendment) Act, 2021 (noun) – This latest Act has amended the Gujarat 
Freedom of Religion Act, 2003 to bring in new sections that penalise forcible or fraudulent religious 
conversion through marriage. It has provisions like maximum punishment of up to 10 years imprisonment 
and fine up to Rs 5 lakh, burden of proof on the accused and investigation by an officer not below the rank 
of Deputy Superintendent of Police.  

 The Uttar Pradesh Prohibition of Unlawful Conversion of Religion Ordinance, 2020 (noun) – It, commonly 
called the anti-love jihad ordinance, provides prohibition of unlawful conversion of one religion to another 
by “misrepresentation, force, undue influence, coercion, allurement, or by any fraudulent means or by 
marriage”.  

 triple talaq (noun) – “Triple talaq“, or talqa-e-biddah as its known among Muslim communities, is a practice 
which gives a man the right to divorce his wife by uttering ‘talaq’ three times in one sitting, in any form 
including email or text message, without his wife’s consent.  

 IndiaSpend (noun) – it is rapidly growing to become an ‘agency of record’ on data and facts on the Indian 
social and political economy, particularly in areas such as education and healthcare.  

 Gujarat Prohibition of Transfer of Immovable Property andProvision for Protection of Tenants from 
Eviction from Premisesin Disturbed Areas Act (noun) – popularly known as the Disturbed Areas Act; Under 
the Disturbed Areas Act, the concerned Collector notifies a particular area of a city or town as ‘disturbed 
area’. Following this notification, the sale of property in those areas requires express permission of the 
Collector after an application by the buyer and seller of an immovable property. The Act now allows the 
collector to check if a deal in such an area will lead to “polarisation, disturb the demographic equilibrium or 
lead to improper clustering of persons of a community”. It also says that a party aggrieved with the 
collector’s decision can approach the state government.  

 

IDIOMS & PHRASES  
 hold someone’s feet to the fire – put pressure on 

someone to do something, to hold someone 
accountable, to force someone to obey/follow 
(your command).  

 wheel and deal – engage in a secret plan 
dishonestly/unethically/fraudulently.  

 only time will tell – used to say that at some time 
in the future it will become clear whether or not 
something is true, right etc.  

 hold someone to ransom – threaten, force, 
demand.  

 beside the point – irrelevant, immaterial, 
pointless, unimportant, not to the point.  

 have an ear to the ground – to be aware of what 
is happening around you, particularly current 
events & trends.  

 ground beneath someone’s feet – a reason for 
someone’s actions or opinions.  

 cut the ground from under someone’s feet – to 
do something better and prior that weakens 
someone’s actions or opinions.  

 the tip of the iceberg – if something is the tip of 
the iceberg, it is a small part of a much larger 
issue. This phrase is being used while talking about 
a problem.  

 kick the can down the road – to avoid dealing 
with a difficult situation or making a hard decision 
until later; delay, defer, put off, postpone.  

 quid pro quo – “something for something”; 
support in exchange for something.  

 lay one’s hands on – to acquire something, to get 
something, to find something.  

 hold sway – hold power, have the greatest 
influence, have the upper hand.  

 a breath of fresh air – something refreshing, 
something new, something interesting and 
exciting.  
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 miss the mark – to fail; to be wrong (to achieve 
the result).  

 cry foul – to protest against/complain about 
something done by someone is wrong (or) not fair.  

 in no mood for something – not willing to do 
something.  

 drop one’s guard – to become less careful, to 
become less vigilant, to become less alert.  

 in line with – in alignment with, in accordance 
with, conforming to.  

 to this end – in order to achieve a particular 
target/objective.  

 sort of – to some extent, somewhat, somehow, 
slightly.  

 much more – a lot more.  
 at the very least – at the minimum.  
 make good – succeed, achieve success, do well.  
 In real terms – with regard to, with respect to, 

considering, regarding (everything affecting 
something’s true value).  

 pass muster – be acceptable, be practical, be 
justifiable, be convincing, make sense.  

 in particular – particularly, specifically, especially.  
 bring someone to justice – arrest/punish 

someone for a crime committed.  
 as much as – used to say that two things are equal 

in amount/degree.  
 on the other hand – as an alternative.  
 as a result – subsequently, therefore, thus.  
 at the earliest – as soon as possible, without 

delay, in a very quick time.  
 in light of – taking into consideration, considering, 

bearing in mind, in view of.  
 take advantage of – make use of, utilize, put to 

use, use, benefit from, capitalize on, draw on.  
 all eyes are on something – everyone is watching 

something and waiting to see what will happen.  
 set the stage for – prepare the circumstances for 

the beginning of something.  
 short of – less than.  
 far from – not, not at all.  
 at best – only, merely, nothing but, no more than.  
 at worst – in the most serious situation.  
 stand in the way of – to prevent/stop someone 

from doing/achieving something.  
 tilt the scales/balance – to change the balance of 

a situation, so that one side is gaining an 
advantage.  

 add up to – amount to, make, equal, be equal to, 
be equivalent to.  

 anyone’s guess – very difficult to predict.  
 as a matter of fact – actually, in fact, really/truly.  
 on the contrary – conversely.  
 in terms of – with regard to, regarding/ 

concerning, in connection with.  
 again and again – repeatedly, frequently, often.  
 break the deadlock – bring to an end (a stalemate, 

impasse, standoff, or standstill).  
 come to an end – finish, stop, to reach an end.  
 out of place – inappropriate, unsuitable, 

improper, wrong.  
 to an extent – somewhat, partly.  
 make public – announce, release, publish.  
 loosely put – not firmly stated.  
 stand by – abide by, adhere to, hold to, stick to, 

observe, comply with.  
 on the ground – in a situation/place where things 

are happening really/practically.  
 in retrospect – looking back, thinking back, on 

reflection, on re-examination.  
 take the stand – to express one’s opinion; be firm, 

be assertive on one’s opinion.  
 do the rounds – be passed from one person to 

another person; go from one place to another 
place.  

 play a part/role – contribute to, be instrumental 
in, be a factor in.  

 in place – established, arranged, in order.  
 in the interests of – for the benefit/advantage of.  
 bear/keep in mind – take into account, consider, 

heed.  
 rise against – to revolt against someone/ 

something.  
 take control of – to gain/assume the authority to 

manage or influence someone/something.  
 after all – most importantly, basically/essentially.  
 thanks to – as a result of, owing to, due to, 

because of.  
 give way to – be replaced by, be superseded by, 

be supplanted by, be ousted by.  
 be left to oneself – be allowed to do what one 

wants to do without any support/help by others.  
 the powers that be – the authorities, the people 

in charge, the establishment, the government, the 
administration.  

 fall short of – fail to meet/reach; be deficient/ 
inadequate/insufficient.  
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 from day one – from the very beginning.  
 (throw/cast/shed) light on – explain, elucidate, 

clarify, clear up.  
 on one’s own – alone, all alone, by oneself, all by 

oneself, independently, single-handedly.  
 for one’s part – as far as one is concerned, in 

one’s view.  
 learn something the hard way – to know/ 

understand/learn something from your mistakes 
and (bad) experiences.  

 get lost – go away, go, leave, get out.  
 make a noise – to support someone or something.  
 at the heart of – at the most important part of.  
 at a loss – confused, baffled, mystified, puzzled, 

perplexed, bewildered.  
 make use of – utilize, avail oneself of, employ, 

resort to.  
 take note of – pay attention, heed, take notice, 

observe, notice.  
 and so on – among others, et cetera., etc.  
 at the expense of – at the cost of, at the loss of; at 

the sacrifice of.  
 on the eve of – a period or day before an 

important event.  
 seize the moment – to make the most of today 

(present moment); to take full advantage (of 
opportunities).  

 take effect – come into force, come into 
operation, come into being, become operative, 
become valid.  

 have a bearing on – have a relevance, relation or 
connection to something; have an influence, 
impact or effect on something.  

 state of affairs – condition, situation, 
circumstances.  

 as far as – is concerned – with regard to a 
particular person or situation.  

 in/over the long term – over a long period of 
time; in the future.  

 at times – sometimes, occasionally, from time to 
time, now and again.  

 rid someone of – clear, free, make free, relieve.  
 down the ages – over many generations of time; 

over a long period of time.  
 make sense – be accepted, be convincing, hold up, 

prove true.  
 make headway – make progress, advance, 

proceed, get ahead.  
 bear the brunt – to suffer or endure the worst 

part of something (force/burden/pressure) when a 
very bad or unpleasant thing happens.  

 at all times – always.  
 in favour of – in support of, to the advantage of, 

approve of.  
 on account of – because of, owing to, due to, by 

virtue of.  
 in the face of – despite, notwithstanding, 

regardless of; when confronted with.  
 join hands – work together with.  
 put pressure on – pressurize, push, persuade, 

influence.  
 for now – for the time being, for the present, for 

the moment.  
 draw attention – to make someone notice 

something; emphasize, highlight, underscore; 
focus on.  

 off the mark – inaccurate, incorrect, wrong.  
 by the day – gradually and steadily.  
 

A PHRASAL VERBS 
 gloss over – ignore, avoid talking about/dealing 

with something unpleasant and treat it as less 
important; conceal or cover up a mistake/crime; 
hide, camouflage, whitewash.  

 mark out – distinguish, identify someone.  
 call out – criticize someone for something 

(bad/incorrect) publicly and ask them to 
justify/explain it.  

 explain away – to minimize the importance of 
something (mistake/bad) by explanation.  

 descend into – (of a situation) fall, slide, 
degenerate, deteriorate, decline.  

 hold on to – retain, keep, hang on to, keep/retain 
possession of, retain use of, retain ownership of, 
not give away.  

 draw up – prepare a plan of action in detail.  
 taper off/down – decrease, lessen, reduce 

something gradually.  
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 brazen (it) out – to act or behave confidently & 
shamelessly (even after doing something wrong & 
also by not admitting that); put a bold face on it, 
be defiant, be unashamed.  

 shore up – support, help, assist someone/ 
something from ; bolster up, buttress, strengthen, 
fortify, reinforce, underpin something from 
decline.  

 ramp up – increase (in amount or number).  
 catch up – reach, gain on, come to (the same 

standard, stage, or level of others).  
 double down – to be more firm & resolute on 

something (decided) even if that might be a risky 
choice; to double or increase a risk involved in 
doing something.  

 roll out – launch, introduce, organize, inaugurate 
(something officially).  

 tide over – help or support someone in difficulty 
(particularly with financial aid); assist, give 
assistance to, keep someone going, sustain, 
survive, see through.  

 steep in – fill with, surround with, imbue with, 
pervade with (a quality or influence).  

 stick to – abide by, keep, adhere to, hold to.  
 stand out – be noticeable, be obvious, be 

conspicuous, be striking, be distinctive, be 
prominent.  

 shell out – pay out, spend, expend.  
 account for – constitute, make up, comprise, 

form, represent.  
 call for – require, necessitate, ask publicly, 

demand  
 use up – consume, exhaust, deplete, expend, 

spend, waste, fritter away, squander.  
 step up – increase, speed up, accelerate.  
 rule out – reject, eliminate, dismiss, disregard; 

prohibit, prevent.  
 follow up – continuation.  
 lay down – formulate, stipulate & insist on a rule.  
 roll in – arrive, turn up, appear, flow (in large 

quantities).  
 take up – become involved in, engage in, pursue a 

matter further.  
 come across – get to, make it to, run into, run 

across, come upon.  
 lay in – exist, present.  
 see through – fathom, realize, understand.  
 leave aside – to not consider something; ignore, 

dismiss, push aside .  

 send out – give out, announce, deliver/produce.  
 decide on – choose, opt for, select, go for, settle 

on.  
 hand over – pass, assign, transfer.  
 carry out – conduct, perform, implement, execute, 

bring about.  
 gear up – get ready, prepare, equip (oneself) for 

something.  
 bring down – overthrow, depose, oust, unseat, 

overturn, topple.  
 pick up – improve, develop, get better.  
 call upon – demand, require, ask formally.  
 let down – fail to support.  
 work out – devise, formulate, draw up, prepare.  
 call on – demand, appeal to, ask, request.  
 move away from – change/alter one’s ideas/ 

beliefs/views and so.  
 turn around – to change/reverse the earlier poor 

performance into a successful one.  
 drive away – get rid of something; drive off, 

eliminate, banish.  
 bring back – cause someone/something to return 

to; reintroduce.  
 hold out – offer a chance; offer a hope; have a 

feeling of (hope/optimism).  
 build upon – develop, enhance, expand on.  
 turn away – reject, dismiss, refuse; avert, turn 

aside.  
 cut across – transcend, go beyond.  
 end up – come/appear, find oneself (to a 

particular course of action in the end).  
 bring in – introduce, cause, bring about, create.  
 shut down – cease activity, close down, cease 

operation.  
 point out – identify, mention, indicate, draw 

attention to.  
 cover up – conceal, hide, camouflage (illegal 

activity).  
 pull out – withdraw, quit, abandon, get out of, 

back off, draw back, back out of.  
 put out – issue, publish, release, bring out, 

broadcast, circulate, make public, publicize.  


